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Defining the market in an abuse 
case

 Focus today on market definition
 In particular whether or not the  In particular whether or not the 

competition authority were correct in 
identifying a Cellophane fallacyidentifying a Cellophane fallacy

 Whether or not there was an abuse by 
someone is for another discussion



What is the question really?What is the question really?

 If a SSNIP test is used, is there a 
cellophane fallacy?p y

 Should a SSNIP test be used where 
there is heavy government there is heavy government 
involvement?
 Involved parties were: Supplier-owners of 

Tine; Tine management; the Norwegian 
Government



What exactly do we understand by 
the Cellophane fallacy?

 That (P – c)/P is close to monopoly PCM 
so that P is not a good guide for the so that P is not a good guide for the 
SSNIP test
 What costs are relevant? What costs are relevant?
 What price is relevant given external 

interventionintervention
 If the PMC is large, the price does not 

provide a good guide for determining provide a good guide for determining 
the market.



Does not have to be the monopoly 
iprice

 At the monopoly price the profit function is “flat”p y p p
 It matters where the price is relative to PM

Profit

Price
PMMC



Government influence priceGovernment influence price

For the SSNIP test, government 
intervention is not in itself enough to intervention is not in itself enough to 
lead to a Cellophane fallacy
 Costs might be close to the [non-

market] price] p



What can we say about costs?What can we say about costs?

A lot seems to hinge on the treatment 
of the price of raw milk to farmersof the price of raw milk to farmers.
 Tine is a coop owned by suppliers
 As a Coop it follows the typical 

Scandinavian model when it comes to Scandinavian model when it comes to 
remuneration of suppliers



The raw milk price is not relevantThe raw milk price is not relevant

Members areMembers are
 Paid an amount per litre supplied
 Given a share of profits relative to milk  Given a share of profits relative to milk 

supplied
 P ff f f   Payoff of farmer:
 Profit:

   LLLP ii

 LCLPR 

 Note that P is of no relevance because:  
 

         LCRLLLCLPRLLLP          LCRLLLCLPRLLLP iii 



The price of raw milk to farmers is 
a transfer price

Th  i  f  ilk  f  iThe price of raw milk to farmers is
 Not a marginal cost
 Not a fixed cost
 It is a “profit share”

Tine is a coop owned by suppliers
 They may have a preference for getting their  They may have a preference for getting their 

money sooner than later but basically:
 They do not care whether they get their money as y y g y

a price per litre or a share of profits.



Not a surpriseNot a surprise

Essentially we are talking about an as-
if integrated dairy and group of if integrated dairy and group of 
farmers. 
 In terms of behaviour, it corresponds to 

a single dairy farm with its own dairy!g y y



Does additional government 
intervention change the picture?

 No margin squeezeg q
 Does not matter since the transfer price 

can be set to avoid thiscan be set to avoid this

 Target raw milk price
 Does not matter – only serve to nail it 

down



What do we know?What do we know?
We have no idea about costs in competitive p
market
 We cannot use Scandinavian prices since they 

l  h  ti !also have cooperatives!
 UK probably not a good idea either given 

allegation of price fixingallegation of price fixing
Equally no idea about competitive price 
 Government regulation (tariffs) ensure that  Government regulation (tariffs) ensure that 

rivals costs are raised.
So the benchmark (P-MC)/P can not be So the benchmark (P MC)/P can not be 
determined



Why use the SSNIP?Why use the SSNIP?

 Is it at all appropriate to use the SSNIP 
test in this case where there is such 
massive government interference?

 Can we turn the interference into a  Can we turn the interference into a 
help rather than a hindrance?



What was the Government trying 
to do

Ai  t  C b idi  f  i g Ti   Aim to Cross-subsidise farmers using Tine as 
a mechanism.
 Since Tine as a coop is controlled by farmers   Since Tine as a coop is controlled by farmers, 

Tine will use any market power which 
regulation providesg p

 Irrelevant what Tine is told by Government to 
do nor not to do

Of h  h   l  G      Of the three parties, only Government on it own 
could have ensured the cross-subsidy 

IF IF …



The market is The market is …

 Norway
 Cheese Cheese



Simple answerSimple answer
When would a policy of cross subsidies 
th h h  t iff  b  f l?through cheese tariffs be successful?
 If the market is
 Ch   Cheese 
 Norwegian

 The government must believe that this is a  The government must believe that this is a 
well defined market

 Note “policy is successful” and “market is X” p y
are 1-1. 

 “All” we need to show is whether or not the 
g t  bl  t   th  h  t iff government was able to use the cheese tariff 
as a mechanism to achieve the social goal



Not the same as showing that Tine 
is not profitable

 A market with free entry might 
decimate the Norwegian farming g g
industry



If we focus on market definitionIf we focus on market definition

 If we wanted to use SSNIP:
 There may have been and most likely was y y

a danger of cellophane fallacy

 A better test would be the success or  A better test would be the success or 
failure of government agricultural 

lipolicy
 The market definition appears correct

Abuse is a separate matter



However However …

Because TINE is a cooperative
 If you believe that someone had been  If you believe that someone had been 

unjustly enriched by a policy which 
li d   b  f d irelied on an abuse of dominance

 Then fining Tine exactly hit those who g y
would have been unjustly enriched


